Stay connected with the fi-800R.

Discover the efficient, compact scanner that makes business interactions seamless.
We all know that making connections is a huge part of doing business. There’s nothing worse than missing an important question or a piece of data because you or your employees have to step away to scan.

Luckily, the **fi-800R is here to help you stay connected**—whether that’s with your data or your customers.

This sleek, high-volume device brings you enterprise-level scanning in a small package. Its dual-path functionality makes scanning a breeze, whether you’re placing an entire stack of documents into the top of the device with U-Turn Scan or easily placing and retrieving customer IDs with Return Path Scan, the fi-800R ensures contactless (but connected) scanning that makes sure your front office employees can enjoy effortless service transactions with the customers on the other side of the desk.

The fi-800R scanner is perfect for:

- Retail
- Banks
- Hotels

- Airlines
- Pharmacies
- And so much more

**fi-800R can scan almost anything customers throw at you.**

From the tallest legal documents to the tiniest of IDs, the fi-800R is designed to scan a wide variety of documents with ease. Its innovative design allows for big-time scanning in a small front office space, with features such as **Automatic Stacking Control** (maintains the operational area of the scanner when using U-Turn Scan, so you don’t need extra desk space) and **Automatic Skew Correction** (automatically straightens documents prior to scanning to prevent paper jams). The result is an easy-to-use scanner for your employees, and exceptional data capture (digitally available immediately) for you.

Contact Fujitsu sales to learn more
or visit https://scanners.us.fujitsu.com/fi800R
Call (888) 425-8228 | Email: fcpasales@fujitsu.com